Chevy cheyenne 1500

The model line would overlap production with both its predecessor and its successor. In line
with the GMC Sierra, Chevrolet adopted a singular Chevrolet Silverado nameplate for its full-size
truck line which remains in use. Along with a flush, curved grille and front bumper, the adopted
many upgrades over the Rounded-Line generation, including sedan-style doors and flush
window glass. Under the redesign, K-Series four-wheel drive trucks underwent a major upgrade,
as the front axle received independent front suspension for the first time. Alongside selling two
full-size truck lines besides one another, the product change allowed GM to transition buyers
into the new model line. For and , pickup trucks were discontinued, with the model line sold
only as a CHD heavy-duty chassis cab. As its design had effectively been overtaken by that of
the extended cab, the single-seat "Bonus cab" was not carried over all crew cabs were now
fitted with rear seats. For , the body of the GMT saw few changes, introducing front bucket seats
for extended-cab pickups. For the model year, all GMT trucks underwent a mid-cycle revision,
distinguished by a revision of the front fascia for both Chevrolet and GMC. The sideview mirrors
were redesigned and enlarged adopted from the Suburban SUV ; on extended cabs, opening
rear side windows became standard equipment. For , as a running change through the model
year, extended-cab models received a passenger-side third door. For , the dashboard
underwent a minor revision to accommodate a passenger-side airbag only vehicles with a
GVWR under pounds were equipped, including series and non-HD s. For , GM revised the
tailgate badging for pickup trucks. Largely aimed towards fleet sales, to minimize production
costs, the series Classic was offered only with the 5. For , the Classic was pared down to the
and series, [4] [15] with the model line reduced solely to the CHD chassis cab for and In total,
six wheelbases for pickup trucks were offered. Evolved from the previous generation, the front
suspension for the GMT chassis is fully independent with unequal-length control arms. The rear
suspension configuration was largely unchanged, with rear leaf springs supporting the live rear
axle, changing to a two-stage setup to improve load capability while improving ride
characteristics while unloaded. On all pickup trucks, the model line was fitted with front disc
brakes and rear drum brakes 4-wheel disc brakes were exclusive to the CHD [18]. Anti-lock
brakes ABS was introduced as part of the redesign. From to , ABS was used on the rear wheels
on K-Series trucks, only when in two-wheel drive [8]. From to , pickups were equipped with
four-wheel ABS. The GMT model line was produced in three wheelbases in its first year: the
regular cab carrying over the A short bed extended cab model on a On series vehicles, a 4. On
series and series vehicles, a 5. For , GM introduced its first turbodiesel V8, expanded to 6. For ,
the lighter-duty R4 paired with engines up to the 5. For , naturally-aspirated versions of the 6.
For , the three gasoline V8 engines underwent a series of design upgrades, becoming the
Vortec , , and , respectively. From onward, few major changes were made to the powertrain. For
, the CHD chassis cab replaced the 7. Vortec V6. Gen 1: 4-inch bore family. Vortec Gen V.
Offered with an optional rear bench seat, [8] versions without one effectively replaced the
single-seat "Bonus Cab" previously derived from the crew cab. For nearly five years after the
two-door pickups were released , a four-door crew cab was introduced. As with the previous
generation, the crew cab shared its body design with the Suburban SUV. For and series trucks,
chassis cabs were also offered. For , the heavier-duty CHD was introduced developed
specifically for commercial use. In an effort to modernize the interior, the model line shed all
chrome trim from the cab interior regardless of trim level , with hard plastic replacing many
soft-touch surfaces. The dashboard introduced a hybrid of digital and analog instruments, with
digital scales replacing analog gauge needles. In a functional change, all manual transmissions
became floor-shifted retiring the column-mounted shifter. Coinciding with the model revision,
the interior underwent a substantial redesign, with the dashboard and door panels undergoing a
redesign for the first time since The interior design remained in use through the discontinuation
of the fourth-generation model line, revised for the addition of a passenger-side airbag during
the model year for series and non-HD series vehicles [15] [16]. The Cheyenne made its return as
the standard trim replacing the Custom Deluxe , with the Scottsdale and Silverado serving as
the top two trims. Externally, the Cheyenne was distinguished by its two sealed-beam
headlights; the Scottsdale and Silverado were fitted with four headlamps replaced by
rectangular composite headlamps for Intended primarily for fleet sales and work use, the
Cheyenne was a spartan vehicle with most features offered as optional equipment. For , the
Scottsdale trim was dropped; the Cheyenne and Silverado trims were offered through Offered
as both a Class truck and as a cowled bus chassis, the GMT chassis was offered with 6. As an
option, Caterpillar inline-6 diesel engines were offered. Intended nearly exclusively for
commercial use, the CHD was not sold for retail sale. While factory-produced as a C-series
truck, the front fenders were fitted with the plastic fender flares typically fitted to K trucks to
accommodate a wider front axle and larger The model line was offered in The standard engine
for the CHD was the 5. In line with commercial trucks, the front axle was a solid I-beam drop

axle; the rear drive axle was a Dana 80 full-floating axle inch ring gear. Intended primarily for
commercial and fleet use, the cab was fitted with marker lights and either "camper-style" or
"west-coast" sideview mirrors. Initially offered in only a standard cab with Cheyenne trim, the
CHD was expanded to a Silverado trim for ; [21] a crew cab became an option for During its
production, the CHD was not offered with an extended-cab body. While GM produced the K and
K as chassis-cab trucks, no KHD was ever produced from the factory by General Motors;
several equivalent vehicles were fabricated through aftermarket conversions including a Dana
60 or Dana 70 front axle. Nearly five years after pickup trucks made their debut, the Suburban
marketed by both Chevrolet and GMC was released, again derived from the crew-cab pickup
truck body itself debuting for Exclusive to Ks, the option package included skid plates for the
engine, front axle, and transfer case along with heavy-duty Bilstein shock absorbers. On
two-wheel drive examples, the front bumper included a black air dam with fog lamps ; the inch
styled steel wheels were chrome-plated. From to , the package was paired solely with the
Fleetside bed; for , Chevrolet shifted the option to the Sportside stepside bed. For , Chevrolet
debuted the SS as a high-performance variant of the C Deriving much of its design from the
Sport Equipment Package, the SS was distinguished by a nearly monochromatic black exterior,
gloss-black grille with red-trim badging , and body-color bumpers and mirrors borrowing the
latter from the Cheyenne. Externally identified by "SS" bed-side decals, the vehicle received
Silverado interior trim, with model-specific bucket seats and interior colors. Initially offered
solely in black paint and a red interior, Chevrolet introduced a choice of paint colors for the SS
for , adding red and white monochrome exteriors, along with blue, beige, and gray interiors. In
total, 16, examples were produced 13, were sold for the model year. The ambulance conversion
was done by Jakab Industries of Tamworth, New South Wales , who fitted a fiberglass
hatchback body to the GMC chassis cab; the firm also converted the vehicles to right-hand
drive. The vehicles were developed as a successor for ambulances based on Ford F-series
chassis Ford of Australia ended importation of the F-Series for Beginning in , the C chassis cab
was imported by General Motors New Zealand and locally converted to right-hand drive. The
final vehicle line to use the Chevrolet inline six , the Brazilian-produced Silverado was retired in
, with GM shifting production to the mid-size S Adopting the and nameplates, the series was
named after its approximate GVWR in metric tonnes approximately over 6 tonnes and a rounded
number for the PS horsepower rating for each engines approximately PS for the Maxion diesel
and PS for the MWM turbodiesel. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American truck series.
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